
Site: Plant Asset No:

Manufacturer & Model No:

No Yearly  Maintenance Instructions

1

B - Inspect housings, junction boxes, IR lamps and PTZ motors for ingress of water

C - Check cabling and flexible conduits are secure and undamaged

D - Check all cable glands are tight

E - Check all connectors and terminals for correct tension

F - Check wipe blades and arms

G - Clean housing window and lenses etc

H - Check the view output from each camera is as per design

I - Check the iris function of auto cameras to prove night operation

J - Check the operation of the camera housing heater/demister and thermostat

K - Check the battery backup on each camera assembly

L - Check communications with control point

M - Check mains supply for correct tolerance and indication

N - Ensure that structural or occupancy changes have not obstructed camera views

2

A - Check all terminations and connectors are at correct tension

B - Clean monitor screens

C - Check colour, brightness and contrast settings on monitors and adjust as required

D - Check satisfactory function of monitor indicators and switches

E - Ensure cameras will pan right/left and tilt up/down to preset limits

F - Ensure cameras will zoom in/out and focus near/far

G - Ensure correct function of lens wiper

H - Check video switching and sequential timing operations 

I - Instigate a test recording/replay on video cassette record and ensure satisfactory function

J - Clean video heads and tape transport system

K - Check operation of video and control matrix at each keyboard

N - Check standby batteries for cleanliness and correct charge.  Operate system on batteries and 
ensure satisfactory performance of batteries and charging circuit

L - Where movement detection systems are installed walk test zones and check positioning and 
sensitivity of alarm activation

M - Ensure multiplexing for multiple camera installations provides god quality pictures and that all 
cameras are monitored

Equipment: CCTV System

Camera Heads

A - Inspect cameras for deterioration in finish, ensure all nuts, bolts and grub screws, etc are tight and 
free from corrosion

CCTV Monitoring Equipment


